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Today we will cover:
• History and Context
• Overview of Equity Framework for Rapid Response
• Community Engagement for COVID-19 Response
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History of Racism in Oregon
• Exclusion laws and exclusionary zoning
• Genocide of Native Americans
• Sundown laws and other discriminatory practices
• Ku Klux Klan and terrorism of people of color

“This is an ideology that is not only alive, it’s serving as the foundation for the 
institutions of Oregon. Oregon is a useful case study for the rest of the nation 
because the only thing unique about Oregon is [it] was bold enough to write it down. 
The same policies, practices and ideologies that shaped Oregon, shaped the nation as 
a whole.”

-Walidah Imarisha, Oregon writer and activist
Interview with OPB in June 2020
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Washington County Demographics
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EOC Structure and the Challenges 
• Washington County Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
▫ Came from the military
▫ Rigid structure
▫ Not designed with equity in mind
▫ Equity not embedded in structure
▫ People most impacted not at the decision-making tables –

AND no process to bring them in
▫ Lack of foundational level setting with regards to Equity
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Embedding Equity in the EOC
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Equity Lens Tool
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Impacts on Current Activities
• Applying the Equity Lens Tool
• Framework for Community Engagement
• Examples from the field
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Frameworks for Community Engagement
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Image credit: Continuum of Public Participation (Adapted from IAP2 Spectrum of Public Participation, 2007)



Isolation and Quarantine Support
• Worked with CBO 

partners to build a 
system of support for 
people in isolation or 
quarantine

• Equity lens to meet 
needs of BIPOC 
communities
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Vaccine and Testing Events for Pacific Islanders

• Be flexible to meet community needs
▫ Drive through, not walk in
▫ Food resources accessible
▫ Community-led, not county-led
▫ Printed materials and interpreters 

for 9 languages
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COVID Racial Equity Advisory Group
• Informing County vaccine strategies and operations

Example: Live Spanish speaker to answer Vaccine HelpLine

• Involvement in allocation of Vaccine Equity and COVID Resilience and 
Recovery Funds

• Asked organizations how we were doing and where we should improve our 
efforts

• Closing the loop and reporting back on feedback and suggestions from the 
group
"Here is what we heard, here is what we did.”
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Lessons Learned and Takeaways
• Our timeline is not the most important
• Need dedicated staff to do this work
• Clear relationship to decision-making authority
• More capacity to support community engagement work
• Recognize our own limitations engaging BIPOC 

communities, part of why diversification of staff is so 
important
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What is one thing you can do in your 
daily work to move further down the 
community engagement spectrum?

Please feel free to type in the chat.



Thank you!
Feel free to get in touch:
Phyusin_Myint@co.Washington.or.us
Genevieve_Ellis@co.Washington.or.us
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